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of Race Cars
We review the progress made during the last 30 years on ground effect aerodynamics
associated with race cars, in particular open wheel race cars. Ground effect aerodynam-
ics of race cars is concerned with generating downforce, principally via low pressure on
the surfaces nearest to the ground. The “ground effect” parts of an open wheeled car’s
aerodynamics are the most aerodynamically efficient and contribute less drag than that
associated with, for example, an upper rear wing. While drag reduction is an important
part of the research, downforce generation plays a greater role in lap time reduction.
Aerodynamics plays a vital role in determining speed and acceleration (including longi-
tudinal acceleration but principally cornering acceleration), and thus performance. At-
tention is paid to wings and diffusers in ground effect and wheel aerodynamics. For the
wings and diffusers in ground effect, major physical features are identified and force
regimes classified, including the phenomena of downforce enhancement, maximum down-
force, and downforce reduction. In particular the role played by force enhancement edge
vortices is demonstrated. Apart from model tests, advances and problems in numerical
modeling of ground effect aerodynamics are also reviewed and discussed. This review
article cites 89 references. DOI: 10.1115/1.21102631 Introduction
1Over the past 30 years, the race car industry has become a
leader of technology innovation, a training ground for highly
qualified engineers, and, for countries such as Britain and Italy, an
integral part of the high tech engineering industry. The nature of
the industry is such that there is a constant need for performance
improvement. Among the various factors which influence the per-
formance of a car, such as power, driver, weight, tires and aero-
dynamics, aerodynamics represents a major area that a constructor
can invest in, investigate, and improve upon on its own 1–4, and
hence has received increasing attention in recent years, resulting
in greater advances in methods and understanding. The advance in
aerodynamics is partly reflected in the increase in speed. In Fig. 1,
the average speed of a Formula 1 car over a race circuit is given,
together with annotations on major aerodynamics development
and banned technologies. The constant struggle between the regu-
lators and the constructors’ desire for speed pushes the frontier of
science and reveals new physics, which deserves the rigor of an
academic examination.
Aerodynamics, particularly ground effect aerodynamics, as ap-
plied to open wheeled race cars is still mainly an experimental
science and will remain so for some time to come 4. This is
primarily due to the complex fluid flow physics involved. These
include
• separation as a normal feature
• surface character changes during an event lead to early tran-
sition
• suspension motion leading to unsteady flow
• highly complex physics: wall jet, shear layer instability, vor-
tex meandering and breakdown, etc.
• force enhancing vortices
• turbulent wake and ground boundary layer interaction
• compressibility
However, computational fluid dynamics CFD is becoming
much more important and its use complements model scale ex-
periments. This is particularly true in the case of flows around
geometries such as a front wing assembly, where the flow could
1Wheels are external to the bodywork in plan view.
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for flows such as that associated with a diffuser, where the incom-
ing flow could be highly turbulent and distorted, and large vortex
flows are often coupled with flow separation.
The primary aim of race car aerodynamics is to generate a
desired level of downforce negative lift for the least possible
drag. However, the balance of the downforce under all conditions
of speed and acceleration is equally important. As such, the com-
plex flow features associated with individual components are of-
ten interwoven and difficult to separate. Nevertheless, a clear un-
derstanding of flow physics connected to individual aerodynamic
components is a prerequisite towards gaining an insight into the
overall flow field and eventually a better vehicle design.
The importance of ground effect aerodynamics is easy to ex-
plain. Given a fixed distance, the average speed of a car deter-
mines the time it takes for a car to complete a circuit. However,
over a closed circuit, it is the change of velocity, i.e., acceleration,
which is the deciding factor in determining the speed performance
of the car. The braking, accelerating, and cornering performance
of a race car were found in the 1960s to be the limiting factors in
deciding a car’s performance 1. The acceleration of a car can be
illustrated by a simple expression:




where max is the peak coefficient of friction of the tire, M is the
mass associated with that tire, and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. The simple expression above shows the role of downforce
and hence the importance of aerodynamics. Once the role of aero-
dynamics was acknowledged around 1966, the advance in race car
aerodynamics was rapid and ground effect was introduced in 1977
see Fig. 1. In fact ground effect is unavoidable as a typical race
car can be viewed aerodynamically as a very low aspect ratio
0.38 bluff body in close proximity to the ground gap/chord
=0.005.
The results of this review are divided into several sections.
Section 2 describes the overall force behavior on a generic race
car. Section 3 gives an overview of the tools available to ground
effect aerodynamic research. Section 4 discusses aerodynamics of
inverted wings in ground effect. Finally, Sec. 6 reviews studies on
aerodynamics of wheels in contact with the ground.
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The downforce generated by a Formula 1 race car can be as
much as three times the weight of the car. The major downforce
generating devices are the front wing as shown in Fig. 2, the
undertray/diffuser as shown in Fig. 3, and the rear wing, each
contributing to about a third of the total downforce. The front
wing and undertray/diffuser both operate in ground effect and the
rear wing affects the diffuser performance through an induced
Fig. 1 An example of average race speed evolution since 1965
Fig. 2 An illustration of a race car front wing equipped with
end-plates and Gurney flaps, and race car wheelsFig. 3 An illustration of rear diffusers
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wheels also operate in ground effect by virtue of their contact with
the ground. They exist as a mechanical necessity. In terms of
aerodynamics, their main contribution is drag, which accounts for
about 40% of the total drag of a car 5. These items will be the
focus of this review.
An example of the downforce coefficients acting on the front
wheel axis and the rear wheel axis of a generic open wheeled race
car is given in Fig. 4. The downforce coefficients are defined with
reference to the frontal area, which is the projected area of the car
to a normal plane behind the car. Figure 4a shows the front
downforce coefficient. The front wing, which is relatively clean,
dominates its behavior. It can be seen that during braking, the rear
ride height increases and the front ride height reduces, leading to
an increase level of downforce acting on the front wheel axis. The
trend is consistent and monotonic. When the car is accelerated out
of a corner, the trend is reversed. The rear downforce shows a
much more complex pattern of behavior—there is a local maxi-
mum. The main contributing components are the rear wing and
the undertray/diffuser. While the rear wing operates mainly out of
ground effect, the diffuser performance is subject to the mass
intake flow between the ground and the undertray, and therefore is
influenced to a large extent by the front wing setting. If the dif-
fuser is starved of mass flow, then it will lose its force enhance-
ment function 6. Unsteady, highly turbulent intake flow will not
create a benign environment for force enhancement vortices 7.
3 Ground Effect Simulation
There are basically three main research tools available for
studying ground effect aerodynamics: full scale track tests, CFD
simulation, and wind tunnel model tests 8–12. While full scale
track tests are used as the final assessment for performance and
race sign off, these are rarely used for developing new shapes.
CFD is playing an increasingly important role in ground effect
aerodynamics and is probably the area of greatest growth. How-
ever, wind tunnel tests remain the most important tool for study-
Fig. 4 Downforce contours of a generic open wheeled race
car: „a… front down-force coefficient and „b… rear downforce
coefficienting ground effect aerodynamics.
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DownloThe origin of ground effect aerodynamic testing can be traced
to the works of Weiselsberger 13 using an image technique, and
Zahm and Bear 14 using a fixed ground plane. Over the years, a
number of techniques were proposed to simulate the ground ef-
fect. Hucho and Sorvan 15 discussed various options in the con-
text of road vehicle testing. These include a the fixed ground
plane, b the image technique, and c moving belt systems. A
review of the relevant methods for race car aerodynamics can be
found in Zerihan 16.
An often used method is a fixed ground plane, whereby the
ground plane is represented by a fixed ground in the form of the
wind tunnel floor or a raised ground plane 14,17–19. Without
some form of boundary layer control, a ground boundary layer
will form on the ground, leading to incorrect physical conditions.
One way to correct this deficiency is to apply suction in front of
the model. However, this is an expensive option. Another method
is to use tangential blowing 20 to inject flow close to the ground
at the freestream velocity. This is again expensive. A relatively
simple method is to employ a flat board starting a short distance
upstream of the model.
The image method was used in some earlier studies 21–24. In
this example, two identical wind tunnel models are used, the sec-
ond inverted and placed at a finite distance below the first twice
the desired ground height. The problem with the image method is
that it only really represents an inviscid ground effect, as the ve-
locity of the ground plane will be dictated by the velocity of the
dividing streamline between the models, not necessarily
freestream. A physically incorrect condition exists as, unlike nor-
mal operating conditions, the velocity gradient at the boundary
disappears 25. In practice it is difficult to maintain a symmetri-
cal flow about the imaginary ground plane. To do this requires
both models to be perfectly symmetrical. Even if the models are
perfectly symmetrical, the unsteady nature of race car aerodynam-
ics makes this approach difficult to apply.
The physically correct method to model the ground effect is by
using a moving belt, traveling at the freestream velocity. Despite
the high costs, moving ground systems, with various setups and
front boundary layer removal systems, have emerged as the best
option for ground effect aerodynamic testing. A typical four roller
system is shown in Fig. 5 and an image of a race car in a low
speed wind tunnel equipped with a moving belt system is shown
in Fig. 6. The first successful tests using this method were per-
formed by Klemin in the 1930s 26, although Eiffel had tried it
unsuccessfully two decades earlier. It is difficult to maintain the
correct moving ground condition. The rollers could vibrate and
the belt may experience lateral movement. The negative pressure
field generated by a model may lift the belt at high speed. A
system of suction is often needed to suck the belt from below onto
a flat surface, which leads to the need of a cooling system to take
away the heat generated during a long run. A moving ground
system is often mounted above the floor of the tunnel with a front
Fig. 5 Schematic of the moving belt system with a side
mounted wheel modelboundary layer removal and control system, so that a uniform
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more popular over the last 20 years 9,11,12,27, for tests in wind
tunnels used predominantly for ground vehicles. Recently, steel
belt technology has been developed, which represents an expen-
sive option.
In a series of water tunnel model tests of wings and ground
effect models, Werlè 28,29 assessed the effects of the three
above mentioned ground simulation methods on fundamental flow
features, such as separation and vortex dynamics. Using the fixed
ground plane, Werlè found separation on the ground in a 2D air-
foil test. He also found that the flow separation at a high angle of
attack is different to the moving ground case. Using the image
plane method and changing the incidence of a 2D wing model, he
found that the ground plane moves at a different speed to
freestream, giving an incorrect physical boundary condition.
Werlè also observed the evolution of vortices generated by a delta
wing at an incidence. The vortices were found to interact with the
fixed ground plane. This feature was not observed with the image
plane method.
George 30 showed that, for bluff bodies, a moving ground
system should be used when the model clearance is less than 10%
of the height. In a study of the aerodynamics of wings in ground
effect, Zerihan and Zhang 31 used a moving ground wind tunnel
and considered that any fixed ground studies should also be
viewed with caution because different fluid flow features may
exist. They have also observed significant differences in the
downforce level at up to one chord away from the ground. In a
diffuser in ground effect study, Senior and Zhang 6 showed that
a difference in downforce exists up to a ride height of 40% of the
width. The maximum downforce also occurs at a different height.
4 Wing in Ground Effect
4.1 Introduction. Wings as downforce generating aerody-
namic devices appeared in the 1960s. They were first mounted out
of ground effect on struts. In fact the height of the struts placed
them out of the effect of the bodywork as well. These forms of
arrangement were seen on race cars in 1966, on the Chaparral
Can-Am car, and then in Formula 1 two years later. Safety issues
caused the high wings to be banned after a short time and, by
1970, the rear wing was placed at the rear of the car, behind and
above the rear wheels, and the front wing in front of the front
wheels in ground effect. This basic arrangement of the front and
rear wings has remained the same since then.
The front wing of a race car operates in ground effect and
produces about 25%–30% of the total downforce of the car
3,16,32. The downforce, or aerodynamic grip, works in conjunc-
tion with the mechanical grip, to improve the acceleration, brak-
Fig. 6 Image of a race car model in a low speed wind tunnel
equipped with a moving belt systeming, and cornering speed of the car. However, it is not only the
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Downlooverall level of downforce that is the important factor. As the car
accelerates or brakes, the suspension movement on the car causes
the front wing to change height above the ground. This influences
the level of downforce produced by the front wing, and in fact that
by undertray and diffuser as well. In terms of drivability, the best
performing car is a well balanced one. If there is too little grip at
the front of the car compared to the rear of the car, the car will not
turn into the corner as it understeers. Oversteer occurs if there is
too little grip at the rear of the car compared to the front. It is not
only important to have a car that handles well for performance
reasons; it is also a significant safety issue.
In addition to the aerodynamic performance of the front wing,
another significant issue is the wake that it generates. The flow to
the undertray and diffuser in particular, but also to the radiators
and rear wing, is severely affected by the front wing because they
all operate in the wake from the wing.
The first comment on the aerodynamics of a wing in ground
effect with the suction surface near to the ground was made by
Zahm and Bear in 1921 14, in a paper on experiments they
performed on the ground effect for an aircraft wing, they reported:
“A complete set of readings also were taken with the ground plane
‘above’ the aerofoil, that is opposite to the chambered surface. The
most striking features of these readings are the great increase of
lift with increasing incidences up to 12 deg, and the considerable
increase of drag with proximity of the ground-plane at all the
incidences used, i.e., from 0 to 14 deg. The data were taken rather
for completeness than for their practical importance, and hence
are not given here.”
Until very recently, however, studies of downforce producing
wings in ground effect were limited. Dominy 2 presented a short
description of the aerodynamics of such a wing. He described the
ground effect as effectively constraining the flow over the suction
surface, hence generating an increase in suction. The downforce
generated by the wing was reported to vary in relation to the
ground height. Dominy postulated that in close proximity to the
ground, the wing would stall due to the boundary layer separating
because of the large suction and the associated adverse pressure
gradient.
Table 1 lists fundamental research performed on downforce
producing wings in ground effect, together with a summary of the
work and methods used.
4.2 Experimental Studies. Downforce generation by in-
verted wings in ground effect was realized some time ago by, for
example, Dominy 2 and Katz 33, showing sample pressure
distributions at ride heights of about 0.3c between the ground
plane and suction surface, producing more downforce compared
with the freestream case. A side view of simplified front wing
Table 1 A summary of studies of dow
Authors Exp/CFD Model No
Katz 40,41 CFD panel
Katz 33,42 CFD panel
Knowles et al. 27 CFD panel
Ranzenbach and Barlow 34 Exp/CFD RANS
Ranzenbach and Barlow 35 CFD RANS
Ranzenbach and Barlow 36 Exp/CFD RANS
Ranzenbach et al. 37 Exp/CFD RANS
Jasinski and Selig 38 Exp
Katz et al. 43 CFD RANS
Zerihan and Zhang 31,44 Exp/CFD RANS
Lawson et al. 47 CFD RANS
Zhang and Zerihan 39 Expgeometry is shown in Fig. 7a and a schematic view is shown in
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In a series of wind tunnel and CFD studies, Ranzenbach and
Barlow investigated the field of wing in ground effect aerodynam-
ics. They conducted 2D experiments and numerical simulations on
NACA 0015 34 and NACA 4412 35,36 sections for the single
element studies, and a NACA 632-215 Mod B section with a 30%
slotted flap 37 for the double-element studies. Experimental
work using an aerofoil at varying heights, but only at the 0 deg
incidence over a fixed ground, was compared with computational
work with the same ground plane boundary conditions, which was
then extended to investigate the case for a moving ground.
Jasinski and Selig 38 presented an experimental study of a 3D
multi-element wing in ground effect, illustrating the effect of the
flap deflection and planform on the aerodynamic performance and
the flowfield about the wing. A fixed ground was again employed;
force results were displayed at a fixed height of 0.3c above the
rce producing wings in ground effect
elements 2D/3D Ground Result types
ngle 2D moving force, pressures
uble 2D moving force, pressures
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Downloground over a range of incidences.
Knowles et al. 27 conducted an experimental study of a single
element GAW-1 wing using a moving ground facility. Force
results and a selection of surface pressure distributions were given
for a variety of incidences at heights ranging from 0.12c upwards,
but their work still left gaps in the understanding of the subject,
due to the limited range of heights failing to include the force
reduction phenomenon.
Recently, in a series of studies into single- and double-element
inverted wings in ground effect, Zerihan and Zhang 31,39 high-
lighted major physical features of wings in ground effect, using
force, pressures, LDA, and PIV. They presented a classification
for force regions see Sec. 4.4.
4.3 Computational Studies. Computational investigations
into inverted wings in ground effect started in the 1980s by Katz
on entire race cars using panel methods 40 and a single front
wing aerodynamics with a panel method program 33,41,42. The
earliest results 41 used a mirror image technique to model the
ground for a thin wing. The downforce was found to increase
asymptotically with increasing ground proximity. Viscous effects
were ignored. The effect of the aspect ratio of the wing was also
considered, and, using the lifting line model, Katz proposed that
the ground effect was less severe for lower aspect ratio wings.
More recently, results are presented from a RANS analysis of the
entire car 43. At a single height, chordwise pressure distributions
are presented near to the center and near to the tip of the front
wing. Flow separation was observed near to the trailing edge of
the flap. It can be seen that the loading on the flap is lower nearer
to the tip of the wing compared to the wing center.
In recent studies, numerical solutions of RANS equations, often
in steady state, are generally obtained. The work by Ranzenbach
and Barlow studied 2D single-element aerofoils 34,36 and a
double-element aerofoil 37 in ground effect. In Ref. 34, a
NACA 0015 aerofoil at the 0 deg angle-of-attack was studied. The
Reynolds number based on the chord was 1.5106. A RANS
solution was sought with the effect of turbulence modeled by a
variant of the k- model. The multi-block fully structured grids
contained a total of 20,000 to 30,000 grid points. Force coeffi-
cients were compared with tests. In Ref. 36, a cambered aerofoil
NACA 4412 was employed. Again the angle-of-attack was zero
and the Reynolds number was 1.5106. In all cases the ground
was stationary, thus producing a ground boundary layer and an
inaccurate ground plane simulation. The downforce compared
well with experimental data, obtained by Ranzenbach and Barlow,
for a stationary ground case. In both studies, the model tests were
conducted on wings without end-plates.
Zerihan and Zhang also performed a RANS simulation of a 2D
single element aerofoil 44, with turbulence modeled by the
Spalart-Allmaras model 45 and the k- SST model 46. Fully
structured grids were used containing up to 30,000 grid points.
The results were compared to measured surface pressures and
velocities taken at the center of a wing span in ground effect.
Major features of the flow were captured. The results yielded good
qualitative trends for the aerodynamic performance, using the
one-equation model when the surface pressures were compared at
different ride heights. In general, the wake thickness was pre-
dicted reasonably well in the region near to the trailing edge.
Further downstream, the wake was predicted to be thicker than
that found in the experiments, with reduced velocities. The ground
boundary layer was predicted well using the one-equation model,
but was significantly too thick using the two-equation model. In
all cases a moving ground was simulated. The prediction was
compared with model tests 31 where the model was equipped
with end-plates.
In another study, Lawson et al. 47 conducted a numerical
study of a GAW-1 aerofoil in ground effect, through solutions of
the RANS equations on a fully structured grid. The total number
of grid points was 48,500. Turbulence was modeled by the
Spalart-Allmaras model 45. The computational results were
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tained with a finite wing model without end-plates. A moving
ground was simulated in all computational and experimental
cases. The agreement between the experimental and computa-
tional data was rather poor, partly due to different values of
freestream velocity employed in the experimental and computa-
tional studies, thus assuming zero scaling effects. Although the
surface pressures were presented, the computational force varia-
tions with ride height were not presented.
The computational studies conducted so far have contributed to
the general understanding of flow physics and, in some cases,
supported critical experimental observations. However, few nu-
merical studies have produced entirely satisfactory prediction with
the moving ground condition. Agreement with measurements var-
ies among studies. The differences can be attributed to various
factors, chief among them are type of grid, grid resolution and
turbulence models employed with the RANS simulation. How-
ever, there have been few comparative studies between the perfor-
mances of different turbulence models.
4.4 Ride Height Sensitivity and Force Regions. It has been
well documented that, at a particular incidence, running in prox-
imity to the ground gives increased levels of downforce compared
with the freestream case. Studying the effect of ground height has
been popular with the use of inviscid solvers; however the results
are incorrect close to the ground, as the downforce is shown to
tend to infinity as the height tends to zero.
Katz 33,42 illustrated the effect of the ground on the pressure
distribution around a wing at a ride height of 0.3c between the
ground and the suction surface, as significantly increasing the suc-
tion surface suction, when compared with the wing in freestream.
In Ranzenbach and Barlow 34,36,37, downforce was seen to
reach a maximum at a height of approximately 0.08c for a single
element aerofoil. Beyond this point, it was presented that the aero-
foil and ground boundary layers merge; this was given as the
reason for lower downforce levels closer to the ground. Dominy
2, on the other hand, postulated that, in close proximity to the
ground, the wing stalls due to the adverse pressure gradient. Ex-
perimental evidence to support this hypothesis was supplied by
Zerihan and Zhang 31.
For a generic high lift wing equipped with end-plates, the force
behavior with ride height is illustrated in Fig. 8 48. In Fig. 8, the
transition fixed case was obtained by tripping the boundary layer
using a strip applied to the suction and pressure surfaces. The
force behavior is sensitive to the size of the strip see Sec. 4.5.
The force curve can be broadly divided into a force enhance-
ment region and b force reduction region. The effect of the
ground is to constrain the flow beneath the suction surface. At a
great height in ground effect, the flow is therefore accelerated
more over the suction surface than for the wing out of ground
effect in freestream. This results in greater suction on the suction
surface and a higher pressure recovery demand. At a critical
height, where the pressure recovery is sufficiently steep, boundary
layer separation occurs at the trailing edge of the suction surface.
As the height is reduced further, the wing generates still more
downforce, eventually reaching a maximum, due to large scale
separation, i.e., stall. Below hmax force, the downforce reduces,
which is commonly referred to as the downforce reduction phe-
nomenon. As the height is reduced from the first height at which
flow separation is observed, the separation point moves forward
steadily. Heights greater than hmax force are known as the force
enhancement region. Heights below hmax force are in the force re-
duction region. An analogy can be drawn between the reduction of
the height of a wing above the ground and the increase of the
incidence of a wing in freestream. In both cases, the pressure
recovery becomes steeper, eventually causing boundary layer
separation and the wing to stall 48.
4.5 Transition. Transition behavior is important in ground ef-
fect. In practice, the wing surface condition changes after picking
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There is a clear difference in the force behavior in terms of the
transition state of the wing 48. The effect of fixing transition is
to reduce the level of the downforce, and increase the height at
which the edge vortex breakdown occurs. Fixing transition was
seen to have a very small effect on the straight-line region of the
lift slope. In a marked difference in the magnitude of the down-
force can be seen for the two cases. Fixed transition reduces CLMAX
from 1.72 to 1.39. The corresponding increases in downforce from
freestream to the respective maximum are 141% for the free tran-
sition case and 117% for the fixed transition case. The height at
which maximum downforce occurs increases from h=0.08c for
the free transition case to h=0.112c for fixing transition. The
above fixed transition result was obtained by tripping the bound-
ary layer with strips applied to the suction and pressure surfaces at
x /c=0.1, of length less than 0.015c. Initial tests with fixed tran-
sition were performed with 60 grit strips 31. However, later in
the study, it was discovered that the 60 grit strip was too large, and
Fig. 8 Force behavior of a single element, generic wing with
ride height †48‡: „a… downforce and „b… rate of change in down-
force. =3.45 deg, Re=4.5Ã105.it was adversely affecting the results. Tests were then repeated
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boundary layer, with results that were not as significantly affected
as the 60 grit transition fixing.
4.6 Edge Vortices. The front wing is generally equipped with
end-plates 31,48. In the force enhancement region, the pressure
difference across the side plates leads to flow entrainment between
the ground and the end-plate. The boundary layer separates at the
edge of the plate forming a shear layer. The rolling up of the
separated shear layer forms an attached vortex inside the end-
plate, which then trails downstream. The main vortex is initiated
from the position of the peak suction on the suction surface, at the
junction of the end-plate and the suction surface. It then grows
along the end-plate. There is vortex-induced suction on both the
suction surface and the inside of the end-plate. The increased rate
of downforce gain with the reduction of height in the force en-
hancement region is attributed to the vortex-induced suction see
Fig. 8a. The drag coefficient follows the same trend as the
downforce, suggesting an induced drag vortex drag contribution.
In the force enhancement region, the edge vortex is highly con-
centrated. An example of this type of vortex is shown in Fig. 9 in
the force enhancement region. Figure 9 shows the LDA measure-
ment of cross-plane velocity at half a chord downstream of a
single-element, generic wind tunnel model. The existence of the
edge vortex is illustrated. An important feature is the low stream-
wise speed core of the edge vortex, as the vortex is formed by the
separation of the flow on the end-plate. This feature is important
as the vortex could break down or dissipate quickly further down-
stream. Also significant is the upwash induced by the vortices
effectively reducing the incidence near the tip and delays the sepa-
ration on the suction surface of the wing.
The rate of downforce change with the ride height is defined by
the vortices; see Fig. 8b. It is seen that the downforce enhance-
ment increases rapidly initially until a maximum is reached, well
before the height of maximum downforce. Between this height
and the maximum downforce height, the downforce enhancement
still persists but at a slower rate. It seems that between hmax force
and hmax rate there is a region that could have important consider-
ations for design. On one hand, the mechanism of downforce en-
hancement can be employed; on the other hand, the rate of down-
force change can be controlled to minimize some less desirable
effects, such as ride height sensitivity. The cause of the change is
Fig. 9 Cross-plane LDA survey of edge vortex behind a ge-
neric, single element wing at x /c=1.5 and h /c=0.224 †48‡: „a…
streamwise velocity and „b… velocity vectors. =3.45, Re=4.5
Ã105. Fixed transition.identified as vortex breakdown. The behavior of the vortices was
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The effect of the edge vortex on the surface pressure distribu-
tion in various regions was studied in model tests by Zerihan 16.
Over the tip region, the suction increases with the reduction in h.
However, the increment in suction near to the flap tip compared to
the further inboard region increases. At smaller heights and when
the vortex breakdown occurs, the trend as the height reduces is
different. The reduction in height has an adverse effect on the
suction increase near to the tip.
4.7 Wake. Most wings have a trailing edge of finite thickness
and vortex shedding occurs 39,48 and a turbulent wake is gen-
erated off the trailing edge. The turbulent wake and edge vortex
influence, to a large extent, the aerodynamic performance of the
wheels, undertray, sidepods, radiators, diffuser, and rear wing as-
sembly, as they all operate in the wake and vortices from the front
wing. Two types of wake are observed: a that characterized by
alternate shedding vortices in the force enhancement region before
separation and b that characterized by flapping motion at lower
ride heights.
In the force enhancement region and before the separation on
the suction surface, vortex shedding is identified from instanta-
neous PIV flow images 48. The mean flow shows a small turbu-
lent wake that grows and moves upwards as it travels down-
stream. As the model height is reduced, boundary layer separation
occurs on the suction surface. The instability of the shear layer
produces discrete vortices. The shear layer experiences a coupled
motion of flapping in the transverse direction and vortex convec-
tion in the streamwise direction. The size of the turbulent wake
grows, especially on the suction side, due to the boundary layer
separation on the suction surface. This has a turning effect on the
wake such that, as the wake develops, it comes closer to the
ground. An example of the flapping motion of the wake is shown
in Fig. 10.
4.8 Gurneys. The Gurney flap is a simple device, consisting
of a short strip, fitted perpendicular to the pressure surface along
the trailing edge of a wing. With a typical size of 1%–5% of the
wing chord, it can exert a significant effect on the lift downforce,
with a small change in the stalling incidence, leading to a higher
CLmax, as documented by Liebeck 50. Although the device was
named after Dan Gurney in the 1960s, mechanically similar de-
vices were employed earlier, e.g., by Gruschwitz and Schrenk
51.
Most Gurney studies are concerned with aeronautical applica-
tions. The effects of Gurney flaps on aerodynamic forces and pres-
sures were reviewed and studied in model tests 50,52–54. RANS
simulations of the flow around Gurney flaps, for example Jang et
al. 55 and more recently Janus 56, have given no information
on any flow instabilities.
Until now, nearly all the reported studies have been with a
wing/aerofoil in freestream or at a high ride height. There is,
however, a lack of study/understanding of Gurney flap fluid dy-
Fig. 10 Instantaneous spanwise vorticity, z, contours behind
a generic, single-element wing †48‡. h /c=0.067. =3.45 deg.
Re=4.5Ã105. Free transition.namics in ground effect, with the exception of Katz and his co-
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Zhang 58. Yet it is in ground effect that the device has found its
widest range of applications, especially on the front wing assem-
blies of race cars.
The flowfield established by a wing in ground effect affects the
fluid mechanics of the Gurney. Trailing edge separation can ap-
pear on the suction surface; a wall bound shear layer can be gen-
erated after the maximum suction; force enhancing vortices may
break down when 3D separation occurs on the wing surface; vor-
tex shedding and wake development will be constrained by the
ground. Changes in fluid dynamics due to ground effect will in-
variably lead to variations in aerodynamic performance. Under
certain conditions, these will become not only performance prob-
lems but also safety issues.
In terms of downforce behavior, Fig. 11 presents the gain in
downforce with the Gurney compared to the clean wing, CLGF,
with the downforce for the clean wing, for the free transition case.
These plots have been used to show that the downforce gain with
the Gurney is a function of the downforce for the clean wing, not
the wing profile 54, for a wing in freestream. Jeffrey et al.’s
results show that the points collapse onto the same line for a
particular size Gurney, for different wings: a NACA0012 and a
high lift Eppler 423. Results in Fig. 11 are presented for
freestream, where the wing incidence has been varied, and for
ground effect, where the ride height has been varied at =1 deg.
It is clear that the results for freestream and ground effect are
significantly different. In ground effect, adding a Gurney flap in-
creases the downforce more significantly than in freestream. In the
force enhancement region, as CLclean is increased to 1.42, CLGF
increases as the ground is approached. As the height is reduced to
that at which the maximum downforce occurs, corresponding to
CL=1.72, the CLGF reduces. This trend continues in the force
reduction region. The reduction in performance of the Gurney is
attributed to flow separation, the size of which increases as the
height is reduced.
The flowfield/fluid mechanics relating to a Gurney on a wing in
ground effect is similar to a wing in freestream. The flow behind
a Gurney flap is characterized by a stream of alternately shedding,
discrete, vortices when the flow is fully attached. A vortex shed-
ding Strouhal number of approximately 0.18 is observed, which
compares to that found in vortex shedding from bluff bodies. In
the force reduction region and at heights closely above the maxi-
mum downforce, separation occurs on the suction surface near the
Fig. 11 Increase in downforce with Gurneys in freestream and
ground effect †58‡. Re=4.5Ã105. Free transition.trailing edge, leading to an unsteady wake and altering the shear
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namic efficiency of Gurney flaps decreases as the size of the Gur-
ney flap is increased and, in most cases, there is a maximum size
beyond which no more downforce is generated.
5 Diffuser in Ground Effect
5.1 Introduction. A diffuser is a device which converts a
flow’s kinetic energy into a pressure rise. For subsonic flow this is
achieved by a suitable increase in the flow cross-sectional area.
Diffusers are also employed at the rear of a race car underbody in
order to generate downforce. The rear diffuser is acknowledged to
be the least understood part of the car. The rear diffuser is formed
by the channel between an upswept aerodynamic surface and the
ground. It is normally closed on both sides by end-plates or side
plates. A simple illustration of a rear diffuser is given in Fig. 12.
This configuration has been utilized primarily on high perfor-
mance vehicles to increase downforce, i.e., negative lift, therefore
enhancing the overall mechanical grip. An important feature of the
flow is that the pressure at the base of the bluff body remains
relatively constant as the model height is varied 6. Hence, as the
model height is reduced, pressure underneath the model nearest
to the ground plane must be “pumped down” 59, which leads to
an increase in downforce.
Underbody diffusers are used on both road and race cars, and
first appeared in Formula 1 racing. In 1978 the Lotus Formula 1
team used an idea, originating at BRM, to pioneer extremely ef-
fective ground effects vehicles involving shaping of the under-
body with venturi tunnels and the use of flexible side skirts. The
idea of manipulating the flow beneath the chassis to generate
Fig. 12 Schematic of a bluff body with an upswept aft section
to study aerodynamics of diffuser in ground effect
Table 2 A summary of studi
Authors Exp/CFD Model Angle deg
Howell 64 Exp bluff body 0–20
George 30 Exp bluff body 0–20
George and Donis 62 Exp bluff body 5–15
Cooper et al. 65,66 Exp/CFD bluff body 0–15.6
Senior et al. 6,89 Exp bluff body 17
Ruhrmann and Zhang 67 Exp bluff body 5–2040 / Vol. 59, JANUARY 2006
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ing skirts were banned see Fig. 1. In 1983 flat bottomed under-
trays were made mandatory, allowing only a relatively small rear
diffuser, an upsweep at the rear of the undertray. In 1994 the
regulations were altered once more; it is currently required that a
10 mm thick “plank” of wood be attached underneath the under-
tray longitudinal axis in order to force teams to run the car at a
higher ride height. The total downforce experienced by a Formula
1 car as it travels at 250 km/h can be three times the weight of the
car 4. The diffuser can typically contribute up to one third of this
total; however it also interacts with the front wing and rear wing
assemblies, and effectively governs flow under the whole under-
tray of the car. Thus its actual contribution to the total downforce
experienced by the car varies with the setup of these and other
components, and can be higher or lower than the typical value
depending upon the type of circuit for which the car is to be set
up.
Problems occur as the car runs over bumps and undulations in
the race track surface, changing the effective ride height of the car
above the track. This causes undesirable fluctuations in the down-
force levels experienced, destabilizing the car and affecting its
performance. In these conditions the car can be difficult to control
and thus diffuser performance is also a safety issue.
5.2 Comments on Plane-Walled Diffuser Studies. There is a
large body of studies on plane-walled diffusers, although the sub-
ject is not covered in this review. The findings, particularly the
classification of flow regimes, are relevant to diffusers in ground
effect study. The diffuser in ground effect is geometrically similar
to an asymmetric internal diffuser flow. It is possible that a similar
pattern of flow regimes exists for a diffuser in ground effect. In-
ternal diffuser flow is very much dependent upon area ratio, aspect
ratio, diffuser length, angle, Reynolds number, inlet conditions,
exit conditions, and Mach number. Although the diffuser gener-
ates a 3D flow, these key parameters could also have a significant
effect on a diffuser flow in ground effect. The internal flow dif-
fuser literature gives an initial indication of the parameters in-
volved and also draws attention to the issue of stall inside the
diffuser and its causes. Reneau et al. 60 gave a classification of
flow regimes of a plane-walled 2D diffuser under the conditions
of a thin inlet boundary layer, low Mach number, high Reynolds
number, and downstream tailpipe. Four flow regimes are identi-
fied: no stall, transitory stall, full stall, and jet flow. The features
associated with these regimes also exist for diffusers in ground
effect.
5.3 Diffuser in Ground Effect Research
5.3.1 Experimental Studies. The fact that diffusers placed in
ground effect are capable of generating negative pressures, hence
downforce, was recognized some time ago. A number of studies
has been conducted of 3D underbody diffuser flows
6,7,30,61–67. Table 2 gives a summary of the test conditions.
Among the various studies, Cooper et al. 65 conducted the most
of diffusers in ground effect
L /W h /W ReW Ground Result types




2.33 0.14–0.31 0.6–1.46105 fixed force, oil flow
pressures












4.3 0.032–0.19 6.4105 moving force, oil flow
LDA, pressuresesTransactions of the ASME
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angle. The width of the diffuser, L /W=1.86, is wider than that
normally found on an open wheel race car, however it is still
relevant.
A summary of the fluid dynamic mechanisms which combine to
produce downforce on a 3D diffuser equipped model is given by
Cooper et al. 65. The force enhancement with ride height reduc-
tion, maximum force, and downforce reduction at lower ride
heights were identified. They surmised that, at a critical height, the
boundary layers under the body and above the ground merge and
become a substantial fraction of the ride height. They also docu-
mented a difference in the downforce curves between smaller and
larger angles of diffuser below a certain ride height, the latter
showing a reversal in the consistent trend in downforce seen in all
the curves above this ride height. No explanation was given for
this finding.
George 30 observed a leeside vortex pair on the upsweep
surface of his model which appeared to keep the flow attached to
the diffuser surface at angles where it would be expected to de-
tach, and thus maintain downforce. In later tests on a venturi-type
model George and Donis 62 found that flow entrainment under-
neath the side-skirts resulted in a separated shear layer from which
a vortex pair formed. They observed loss of downforce and asym-
metric diffuser surface patterns when the model skirts were sealed
to the fixed ground plane, attributing the phenomena to the ab-
sence of the vortices originating from the skirt edges. At low ride
heights, an unsteady vertical oscillation of the model led to their
suspicion of either vortex breakdown inside the diffuser or an
association with a small separated region of fluid found on the
ground plane. This was thought to be a flow away from the ground
up towards the model, induced by the vortices. Due to the broad
nature of the study, these findings were not probed further. Both of
these tests were conducted using a fixed ground plane.
The work by Senior et al. 6,7,67 employed a wide range of
test methods including pressures, force, LDA, PIV, and surface
flow visualization. The role of force enhancement vortices is iden-
tified and classification of force regimes given. It was found that,
for a bluff body with a 17 deg diffuser, the rapid reduction in
downforce was not due to the increased influence of the boundary
layers, as changes in the Reynolds number did not influence the
critical ride height 6. It was also found that one of the two
counter-rotating vortices that form in the diffuser disappears be-
low the critical ride height, resulting in an asymmetric flow pat-
tern with flow reversal on one side. Four different types of force
behavior were identified through a range of ride heights.
5.3.2 Computational Studies. Computational simulation of
diffuser flow in ground effect was conducted as part of the re-
search of Cooper et al. 65. The 3D model with 9.17 and
13.5 deg diffusers was simulated as a symmetric half-model and
without the side plates. RANS simulation was performed and the
k- turbulence model used. Fine near-wall grid spacing allowed
resolution to the diverging wall. Adequate lift and pressure pre-
dictions were obtained for the 9.17 deg diffuser; however the
simulation was less successful for the 13.5 deg diffuser. The simu-
lated flow field was not presented. The results of these and similar
computations for different diffuser lengths were conducted for use
in their analytical model 66. Details of the solutions were not
presented, however the results were utilized in providing certain
input data for the model. The model calculated the total under-
body mean-effective pressure coefficient from a correlation based
upon the CFD data for different diffuser lengths and on the ex-
perimental data. Predictions of the underbody mean-effective
pressure coefficient calculated for diffusers of various lengths in
proportion to model length were given for several area ratio pa-
rameters. The authors provided a useful insight into the design of
underbody diffusers, concluding an optimum area ratio parameter
of approximately AR= 1–2 and a diffuser of approximately half
the length of the vehicle itself.
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show that there are two different types of flow regimes dependent
on the diffuser angle 67. The curves for the 15, 17, and 20 deg
high angle diffusers have similar characteristics as do the 5 and
10 deg low angle diffusers. As the height above the moving
ground is varied, the slopes of the curves change indicating
changes in the flow physics.
An example of high angle diffuser downforce and drag curves
is given in Fig. 13. The force curve can be divided into four main
regions: force enhancement a, force plateau b, force reduction
c, and loss of downforce d. Hysteresis in the forces is observed
between the force reduction region and the force plateau region,
which is marked by symbol b /c in Fig. 13. Starting the wind
tunnel with the model at a fixed height within the region of hys-
teresis, the flow always reverted to the curve of lower downforce.
The high downforce portion of the hysteresis loop was found to be
unstable, as any disturbances would trigger it to fall onto the low
downforce curve. The flow was unsteady in this region. The real
time display of the measured forces suggested that most of region
b and all of regions c and d were unsteady as well.
With the presence of the upswept section, the flow is acceler-
ated more over the underside of the model than over the upper
side. This creates a negative lift directed towards the ground, i.e.,
downforce. The effect of the ground is to constrain the flow be-
neath the model. Therefore, when the model is placed in ground
effect, the flow is accelerated more over the ramp surface than for
the case out of ground effect in freestream. This causes the peak
Fig. 13 Downforce versus ride height curve of a generic dif-
fuser equipped bluff body †7‡: „a… downforce and „b… drag. Re
=5.4Ã106. 17 deg diffuser.suction at the entry to the upswept section and a greater pressure
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force on the model compared with that in freestream. When the
ground height is reduced, this effect becomes more pronounced;
the peak suction increases at the inlet to the ramp. We note that the
downforce in region a does not follow a linear behavior but
experiences an exponential rise with a reduction in model height.
The additional contribution is supplied by the strong edge vortex
see Fig. 14. At a critical height, where the pressure recovery is
sufficiently steep, separation occurs at the ramp surface. For the
flow shown in Fig. 13, this occurs at h /d=0.35. At this height, the
slope of the force curve experiences a sudden change. As the
height is reduced further, the downforce will first drop and then
increases linearly region b. Downforce reaches a maximum,
due to large scale separation on the ramp surface. Below the maxi-
mum downforce height, there is a sudden reduction in downforce,
which is commonly referred to as the downforce reduction phe-
nomenon. About a third of total downforce could be lost. As the
model height is reduced below the maximum downforce height,
downforce would follow a steady declining curve towards the
ground region c. In between regions b and c, hysteresis
exists. A further reduction in the model height leads to a total loss
of downforce gain region d.
For low angle diffusers, there is no hysteresis loop and the
sudden reduction in downforce is not as pronounced. Type a and
b flow still exist, however there is a pronounced increase in
downforce through the lower portion of region b. Due to the
lower ride heights, it is assumed that both the underbody and
ground boundary layers form a considerable proportion of the
flow entering the diffuser at these ride heights, causing the direct
transition into type d flow.
5.5 Maximum Downforce. Reducing the normalized ride
height with the diffuser angle, it becomes apparent that maximum
downforce occurs at similar values of h / d Fig. 15, where  is
the divergence angle of the diffuser in radians. The maximum
occurs at approximately 0.7 h / d. Using this, the diffuser angle
or length could be optimized with regard to expected ride
heights.
Flow visualization on the ramp surfaces taken at maximum
downforce, as shown in Fig. 16, demonstrates some of the differ-
ences between the low and high angle diffusers. There is no sepa-
ration bubble on the 5 deg ramp Fig. 16a although, towards the
end of the diffuser, the flow appears to be slow and unsteady. The
open separation bubble forming on the 15 deg diffuser ramp is
typical of high angle diffusers Fig. 16b. From the surface flow
patterns downstream of the primary separation line, there appears
to be only a small region where the flow is reversed. The sepa-
Fig. 14 Edge vortices inside a 17 deg diffuser at h /d=0.382.
Distance to the inlet of the diffuser is 3d. Data obtained with
particle image velocimetry.rated flow is entrained into the vortices reducing the axial momen-
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separation line is an indication of vortex breakdown. As the dif-
fuser angle reduces, the primary flow separation line moves closer
to the inlet below the maximum downforce ride height up to the
point where the flow becomes asymmetric.
5.6 Edge Vortices. The existence of force enhancing edge
vortices see Fig. 14 was first noted by George 30 using surface
oil flow. Senior and Zhang linked the vortices to different regimes
of downforce curve. The downstream evolution of the vortices
inside the turbulent wake is described by Zhang et al. 7 using
LDA.
In the force enhancement region, downforce and drag increase
with a reduction in model height. The flow is broadly symmetrical
about the model central plane. A pair of contra-rotating vortices
existed in the cross plane between the upswept surface and the
ground. The vortices are generated off the edges of the side plates
and are highly concentrated with a high axial speed core and high
vorticity level. The vortices are stable, the Rosby number being
larger than unity. The turbulence level at the core is low and the
vortices are stable.
In the force plateau region, a “plateau” in the downforce and
drag curves exists over a range of heights towards the upper
height limit of the region, which is followed by linear behaviors in
the downforce and drag curves. The flow remains broadly sym-
metric. The size of the vortices increases substantially and a low
axial speed exists at the core of the vortex. A high level of turbu-
lent stress distribution exists in the vortex. The cause of the initial
reduction in slope of the force versus model height curve is de-
termined to be a reduction in the strength of the vortex.
In the force reduction region, vortex breakdown occurs and a
significant portion of downforce is lost. The flow is asymmetric
about the model central line. One weakened edge vortex now
exists in the cross plane and a large portion of the area between
the diffuser ramp and the ground is occupied by flow reversal,
which is attributed to flow separation. Turbulence stress distribu-
tion is characterized by the high level of mixing between through
flow and reversal flow.
In the loss of downforce region, the diffuser is starved of mass
flow and little activity is observed in the diffuser section.
6 Wheel Aerodynamics
6.1 Introduction. Wheel aerodynamics has received rela-
tively little attention until recently, compared with the mechanical
performance of a wheel. There are perhaps two reasons for this.
First, the primary function of wheels is not aerodynamic; they are
not devices for enhancing the aerodynamics of a road vehicle but
Fig. 15 Downforce coefficients †67‡: renormalized ride
heights. Re=5.4Ã106.a mechanical necessity—one with a largely fixed shape and poor
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larly profitable area of research when attempting to improve the
aerodynamics of a road vehicle. Second, wheels are extremely
difficult to study experimentally in the way that one might study a
vehicle body or an aircraft wing. Contact with the ground and
wheel rotation make the measurement of lift, drag, and surface
pressures impossible with traditional methods, and numerical
modeling difficult. Yet wheels on an open wheel race car are very
important aerodynamically 1–4. Wheels typically contribute
about 40% of the total drag of an open wheel car. They also
produce lift which is difficult to measure. Their drag performance
is influenced by other aerodynamic components, and they in turn
affect the aerodynamic performance of critical parts of the car
such as wings and diffusers.
There are a number of model tests of wheels in ground effect
5,68–81 see Table 3 for a summary and recently there have
been attempts to apply numerical modeling to wheel studies
77,78,82–86 see Table 4 for a summary. A range of parameters
could have an impact on wheel aerodynamics. These include Rey-
nolds number, wheel geometry, surface details, turbulence level,
orientation, contact surface condition, etc. It is clear that none of
the articles on wheel aerodynamics describe exactly the same con-
ditions and geometry. In the following section, we will address the
topic through particular flow features such as pressure, wake, and
surface flow.
6.2 Experimental Studies
6.2.1 Force and Pressure. Ultimately it is aerodynamic forces
which are required. Two approaches have been attempted: a di-
rect measurement using load cells and balances and b an indirect
approach through integration of surface pressures. Morelli
68,69, using the direct approach, was the first to measure the
forces on an isolated wheel, initiating a whole range of research
into the effects of geometrical shapes, ground clearance and road
modeling on the drag and lift produced by a wheel. The problem
with this approach is the contact between the wheel and the road
when attempting to measure the aerodynamic forces acting upon
the wheel. The solution was to raise the wheel slightly off the road
5,68,69, but the action of air flowing through the gap changed
the aerodynamics significantly.
Stapleford and Carr 5 measured the surface pressure with an
outer pressure probe, which affected the flow field and presented
problems in measuring very close to the surface of the rotating
wheel. Fackrell 71 and Fackrell and Harvey 70,72 were the
first to succeed in applying the indirect method with a single pres-
sure sensor mounted inside the wheel. Tubing connected the sen-
sor to surface tappings, one at a time, and the signal was conveyed
from the wheel with a slip ring. This research has stood unchal-
lenged for close to 30 years. Recently, researchers have made use
of improvements in pressure sensors and electronics in attempts to
l research—experiments
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pressureFig. 16 Surface flow visualization on the ramp at maximum
downforce †67‡, Re=5.4Ã106. Flow from left to right. PictureTable 3 A summary of whee
Authors Re W /D Rigidity Wh
Morelli 68,69 1.34106 0.35 no pass
Stapleford and Carr 5 2.2105 0.33
0.66
no cylinder











Skea et al. 77 5.5105 0.125
0.5
yes cylinder
Knowles et al. 78,79 3.69105 0.44 yes Ch
Mears et al. 80,81 2.5105 0.53 effectively GJANUARY 2006, Vol. 59 / 43
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76, Skea et al. 77, and Mears et al. 80,81 have all used
miniaturized pressure sensors in varying numbers, mounted inside
and on, or close to, the wheel’s surface. With the exception of
Skea et al., who used slip rings, these systems have utilized radio
telemetry for data transmission. Qualitatively the results are simi-
lar, but significant differences do exist between the results, espe-
cially in the region of the contact patch. Fackrell and Harvey’s
measurement system was capable of resolving the surface pres-
sure to a significantly finer angular resolution 0.1 deg than the
more modern systems 4–10 deg. The differing results can per-
haps be attributed to this, or perhaps to differences in wheel ge-
ometry. It is difficult to know with certainty.
In Morelli 68,69, the wheel had a small gap to the stationary
ground. His results suggested that the rotating wheel produced
downforce and resulted in a drag increase of about 7%–10% com-
pared to the stationary condition. He also found that fairing of the
rim would lead to a drag reduction of around 25%.
Stapleford and Carr 5 studied the effect of ground clearance.
His test facilities did include a moving ground but, since he used
strips of paper and pieces of foam as gap seals, he could not
combine the wheel rotation with the moving ground. Stapleford
concluded that a rotating wheel in contact with the ground pro-
duces a moderate upward lift, but this value is considerably
smaller than for a stationary wheel in contact with the ground. The
aerodynamic drag of an exposed wheel is increased both by rota-
tion and by proximity to the ground surface. This differs from
what Zdravkovich 87 found for a 2D cylinder in contact with the
ground. According to Stapleford the full representation in a wind
tunnel of the true operating conditions of an exposed wheel re-
quires the use of rotating wheels, which must be effectively in
contact with the ground surface. This is still the general opinion,
however he also stated that a moving ground surface does not
significantly improve the simulation and, if used with clearance
under the wheels, it increases the error in representation. Cogotti
73 shared this opinion and his experiments display much simi-
larity to those of Stapleford. Nevertheless the use of a moving
ground is nowadays considered to be essential as well, because of
the absence of a ground boundary layer, the no-slip condition on
the moving wall, and resulting wake features.
Fackrell and Harvey 70,72 found a strong positive pressure
peak Cp1 in front of the contact patch due to viscous jetting
action and the earlier separation from the top as a result of the
rotation Fig. 17. They found that rotation of the wheel leads to a
reduction in both lift and drag compared to the stationary case for
the correct ground representation and contact between wheel and
ground. Also an earlier separation from the top of the wheel and a
Table 4 A summary o
Authors Models Steady




Axon et al. 83 RNG k− yes
Axon et al. 84 RNG k− yes




Knowles et al. 78 k− yes
McManus and Zhang 88 Spalart-Allmaras
realizable k−
noless negative base pressure are the results of rotation effects. An-
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the stationary pressure distribution around 265 deg. This seems to
indicate a separation bubble. This feature cannot be seen in the
rotating pressure distribution. Mears et al. 80,81 performed a
comparable experiment using a pneumatic though effectively solid
tire. Agreement was found with Fackrell and Harvey’s results and
there was possible evidence of a negative pressure peak behind
the contact patch as predicted by the earlier work.
6.2.2 Wake. The wake was studied with multi-hole probes
70,74,81 and LDA 78,79. Fackrell and Harvey also made time-
averaged measurements of total pressure in the wake of the wheel
using a Kiel tube. They showed that the wake was taller in the
rotating case, indicating that separation was occurring earlier. This
was confirmed by the pressure measurements. Close to the
ground, the wake was wider and moved outwards as it evolved
downstream. This region of the wake was attributed to flow com-
ing from under the front of the wheel. Fackrell and Harvey 70
expected that the ground flow would be widened by rotation, with
flow forced in a jet from under the front of the wheel by the high
pressure there. The flow did not in fact widen with rotation, but
was narrowed. Though some reasons were suggested for this,
heel research—CFD
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Cogotti 73 and later Mercker et al. 74 proposed a flow
model in which the wake consists of three pairs of counter-
rotating longitudinal vortices, one each from the top and bottom
of the wheel and one from the hub cavity. The model was based
on a theory of vortices associated with lifting bodies and was not
supported by experimental evidence. Subsequent experimental
measurements by Mears et al. using a five-hole probe 80,81 and
Knowles et al. using LDA 78,79 confirm that vortex structures
do exist in the wake. However, Mears et al. found just two vorti-
ces, from the bottom of the wheel, and Knowles et al. found one
more, apparently from the top of the wheel.
6.2.3 Tires. Researchers have chosen to use a wide variety of
wheel shapes and types. The early studies by Morelli 68,69 and
Cogotti 73 used regular pneumatic automobile tires and more
recently Mears et al. 80,81 have used a pneumatic Go-kart tire.
Stapleford and Carr 5, and Skea et al. 77 utilized rigid wheels
made of polystyrene in a more or less square edged cylindrical
shape. Studies by Fackrell and Harvey 70–72, Hinson 75,
Whitbread 76, and Knowles et al. 78,79 have used rigid wheels
representative of the type found on open wheel race cars F1 or
Champ Car in the case of Knowles et al.. Fackrell and Harvey
used aluminium construction but the more recent research has
used carbon fiber.
Unfortunately, researchers who have made use of flexible pneu-
matic tires have not managed to achieve a realistic simulation of
tire deformation and contact patch formation. Limitations in rub-
ber belt rolling road technology have prevented researchers apply-
ing the necessary loading to create the correct tire deformation.
Recent advances in rolling road technology, such as steel belts,
have removed these limitations. Pneumatic tires with realistic
loading and deformation are the current state of the art in the wind
tunnels of F1 teams. Although quantitative differences exist in the
results from deformed and non-deformed tires, there is no reason
to expect that the basic mechanisms affecting the aerodynamics of
wheels are fundamentally altered.
6.3 Computational Modeling
6.3.1 Introduction. There have been some attempts to compu-
tationally model the flow. Axon et al. 83–85 used a steady
RANS method to simulate the flow around a simple, round edged,
cylinder representation of the geometry used by Fackrell and Har-
vey. However the side profiles differ. It should be noted that, for
small aspect ratio cylinders, the secondary flow becomes the pri-
mary flow and the shape of the cylinder ends turns into a govern-
ing parameter. The computed results for lift, drag, surface pres-
sures, and wake total pressure were compared to the
corresponding experimental results reported by Fackrell and Har-
vey. The authors reported good qualitative agreement. However,
the pressure distribution was resolved with little detail, particu-
larly in the vicinity of the contact patch; a region believed by
Fackrell and Harvey to be critical to the development of the flow.
The computed lift coefficient was underpredicted by 17.1% and
over-predicted by 8.2% for the stationary and rotating cases,
respectively.
A number of similar steady RANS studies have been performed
by Skea et al. 77,82, with a square edged wheel geometry, and
by Knowles et al. 79, with geometries quite close to the wheels
found on open wheel race cars. Skea et al. studied the effects of
mesh refinement, turbulence model, numerical scheme and wall
treatment on the results of CFD simulation. The outcomes of Skea
show that the simulated flow results depend very much on the
choice of the numerical scheme and that turbulence model and
wall treatment does have an influence as well, making it very
difficult to obtain mesh-independent results. A single unsteady
RANS study was made by Basara et al. 86. He also varied the
turbulence closure model to study its influence on the unsteady
results.
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hybrid grids were used see Table 4. To model the contact patch
all the researchers have raised the ground plane slightly, resulting
in a finite contact patch instead of a contact line. This procedure
enables better grid generation with less skewed cells. Pressure
inlet and outlet conditions are used as boundary conditions up-
stream and downstream, respectively. The sides of the calculation
domain are modeled as symmetry planes. On the wheel surfaces a
tangential velocity is prescribed equivalent to the rotational speed
of the wheel. The only difference in boundary conditions between
these studies is that Skea et al. used a symmetry plane to describe
the moving ground, whereas everyone else defines the moving
ground as a moving wall.
6.3.3 Prediction. Axon et al. achieved an underprediction of
CL for the stationary case 17% lower than Fackrell and an over-
prediction for the rotating case. There was good qualitative agree-
ment in the overall shape of the wake and its behavior in the
stationary and rotating cases. Skea et al.’s best modeling approach
Quick third-order differencing scheme, RNG k- turbulence
model, and log-law wall function predicted the separation posi-
tion within 5 deg of Fackrell’s value. However the side profile of
his meshed wheel is completely different from that of Fackrell and
therefore no conclusions can be made based on this information.
The results shown by Basara heavily depend on the chosen turbu-
lence model, but unsteady modeling may be essential for captur-
ing the flow phenomena accurately. The findings of Knowles et al.
again prove that CFD simulations can be used for a first indica-
tion, but that quantitative agreement has not really been achieved
so far. In general the following phenomena have still not been
captured accurately: averaged results for the unsteady characteris-
tics; transition of boundary layers and separation; base pressure;
and vortex shedding.
In addition, the occurrence of the positive and negative pressure
peaks, respectively in front and behind the contact patch, depends
on the applied method. So far no general agreement has been
achieved by the researchers whether this phenomenon is intrinsic
to the flow around a rotating wheel or results from the measure-
ment method or simulation technique.
To summarize, it can be seen that these studies report similar,
qualitative results for forces, surface pressures, and wake flow.
The studies are all aimed at either reproducing Fackrell’s results
or studying the influence of certain modeling choices and simula-
tion settings on the final results. It seems that the current applica-
tions of CFD research applied to wheels are more directed to
simulation validation than to the creation of new knowledge about
wheel flows. Therefore it remains to be seen how much about the
flow phenomena can be concluded from the current CFD results.
6.3.4 Flow Pattern. At present, the flow field surrounding the
wheel is known in only limited and imprecise detail. Recent com-
putational work by McManus and Zhang 88 confirms and adds
more detail to the present broad understanding. The results shown
in Figs. 18 and 19 illustrate the simulated surface oil flow and
volume streamlines from a time-averaged unsteady simulation of
Fackrell and Harvey’s wheel geometry in a stationary condition.
Flow features within a volume create characteristic surface flow
patterns. The experimentalist is often limited to only a surface
flow picture. CFD has no such limitation and it is useful to con-
sider the correspondence between the two pictures of the flow.
Mean surface flow features Fig. 18 and volume flow features
Fig. 19 are shown from behind.
In the wake two ground vortices dominate the flow on the road.
The vortex nature of the flow is obvious from the volume stream-
lines but is also apparent in the surface flow. At the outer edge of
this region the surface flow is seen to converge towards two lines
and at the center to diverge from a single line. These lines are
known as bipartite lines. Convergence and divergence of the flow
around the bipartite lines indicates flow separation and flow at-
tachment, respectively. Between the bipartite lines the flow is seen
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characteristic of a pair of counter-rotating vortices, the left vortex,
as seen from the rear, rotates clockwise, and the right vortex ro-
tates counter-clockwise.
On the rear face of the wheel a complicated surface flow pattern
is observed. The volume streamlines illustrate two regions of vor-
tex formation at the edges with a central region of attached flow. A
slight lifting of the central streamlines indicates separation with a
rapid reattachment promoted by flow entrained by the vortices.
Applying once again the basic rules about convergent and diver-
gent surface streamlines, one can see the surface flow signature of
the flow. The surface flow converges towards two points at the
edge of the wheel “upper vortices” in Fig. 18. This indicates the
formation of vortices that are part of larger regions of separation
and recirculation delineated by pairs of convergent and divergent
bipartite lines further down the rear face of the wheel.
Fig. 18 Surface flow pattern on the stationary Frackell and
Harvey geometry †88‡
Fig. 19 Volume streamlines on the stationary Frackell and
Harvey geometry †88‡
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various studies of wheel aerodynamics and provide a useful in-
sight into major flow physics at this stage. Large differences exist
in flow and geometrical conditions. The few studies published so
far have not provided an entirely satisfactory explanation of main
flow mechanisms such as vortex shedding and an agreement on
pressure distribution around the wheel.
Despite the progress made over the past 30 years in the area of
flow measurement techniques, such as nonintrusive methods, e.g.,
PIV and LDA, hot-wire anemometry, and pressure sensors, the
flow investigated by Fackrell and Harvey 70 remains a bench-
mark case in wheel aerodynamics research. This state of affairs is
not satisfactory. To make further progress, a number of issues/
areas need to be addressed. These include pressure measurement
accuracy, low frequency and high frequency features of the turbu-
lent wake and the shedding vortices of various sizes, the influence
of cavity flow, the evolution of vortices in ground effect, the cor-
rect simulation of contact patch and friction between the tire and
the road, etc. Successful completion of these studies will help to
clarify issues such as the existence of the negative pressure peak
behind the contact patch of the wheel, the exact value of the
positive pressure peak, the nature of separation from the top of the
wheel, the jetting behind the contact area, the existence of cavity
flow oscillation and its effect on the wake, etc.
For model tests, it appears that a rotating wheel in contact with
a moving ground should be used to yield realistic force and pres-
sure information. To suspend a model above a moving ground and
to use a stationary ground will lead to erroneous pressure distri-
butions. It terms of model tests, it is worth mentioning the recent
development of steel belt moving floors. With a steel belt, it is
possible to measure the loads on a wheel directly. Furthermore,
the new method provides a means of modeling correct tire defor-
mation and contact patch by applying normal forces to real rubber
tires. It is nevertheless a very expensive option at this stage.
Computational modeling of the flow around a rotating wheel
has proved to be both expensive and difficult. Current efforts have
mainly concentrated on testing various solvers, grids, and turbu-
lence models, rather than looking at physics. The complex physics
involved calls for a coupled approach between numerical model-
ing and model tests. Model tests should be used to provide guid-
ance in setting up a correct numerical model, e.g., grid refinement.
New model tests should be conducted to this effect.
7 Summary
In this paper, we review the progress made over the past
30 years on ground effect aerodynamics of open wheel race cars.
To encourage academic research in this subject area, we have
focused our attention on fundamental aerodynamics instead of
practical applications on race cars.
A number of highly complex flow features are associated with
ground effect aerodynamics of race cars. These are identified as
separation, wall jet, shear layer instability, vortex meandering and
breakdown, etc. As such the main research tool remains to be
wind tunnels equipped with a moving belt. However, CFD is play-
ing an increasingly important role and is probably the area of
greatest growth.
We have focused our effort on three main aerodynamic compo-
nents which operate in ground effect: wings, diffusers, and
wheels. For the wings and diffusers in ground effect, major physi-
cal features are identified and force regimes classified, including
the phenomena and regions of downforce enhancement, maximum
downforce, and downforce reduction. It is demonstrated that,
when the ride height of a wing or a diffuser is reduced from the
freestream height, the downforce first experiences a force en-
hancement region, until the maximum downforce height is
reached. Further reduction in the ride height leads to a reduction
in downforce and then the disappearance of downforce. The
downforce reduction is associated with the appearance of large
separation/stall on the suction surface. However, the rate of down-
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enced by the existence of edge vortices off the widely used end-
plates.
In terms of physical understanding, wheel aerodynamics is
identified as the area requiring the greatest attention, both experi-
mentally and computationally. Our understanding of basic flow
physics is limited by the complex geometrical and flow conditions
associated with the problem. It appears that relatively slow
progress has been made over the past 30 years. To make further
progress, carefully planned and executed wind tunnel experiments
should be conducted to give credible data on pressure, force, and
flow field.
We have not discussed other relevant, nontrivial, issues such as
the transient nature of transition on the suction surfaces, the likely
effect of compressibility, and possibilities of applying passive
flow control. There are few studies in these areas available in open
domain.
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Nomenclature
A 	 platform or frontal area
b 	 wing span
c 	 chord
Cp 	 coefficient of pressure, p /q

CLf 	 front downforce coefficient on the front
wheels
CLr 	 rear downforce coefficient on the rear wheels
CL 	 downforce coefficient
D 	 diameter
d 	 half width of diffuser
h 	 ride height
hf 	 front ride height; height of the projected floor
at front axle centerline
hr 	 rear ride height; height of the projected floor at
rear axle centerline
H 	 height
l 	 lift, positive indicates downforce, i.e., force in
a negative y direction
L 	 length
Ld 	 length of diffuser
p 	 static pressure
q
 	 dynamic head, 12U

2
Re 	 Reynolds number based on either wing chord
or diffuser width
u ,v ,w 	 streamwise, traverse, and spanwise velocity
components
U
 	 freestream velocity
W 	 width
x ,y ,z 	 Cartesian coordinates, x positive downstream,
y positive upwards
Greek Symbols
 	 incidence, positive for a nose down rotation
 	 angle of diffuser or rotation
z 	 spanwise vorticity, u /y−v /xc /U
.
Glossary
CFD 	 computational fluid dynamics
LDA 	 laser doppler velocimetry
PIV 	 particle image velocimetry
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